By MIRIAM R. ANDERSON

San Bernardino, California
The glowing golden hearted cactus bloom
Whispers to me a haunting desert tune.
Revealing clefts, and fastnesses of rocks
That reach far up to the horizon's top,
And loom protectingly to hold
The sunlight in this gallant desert gold.
Warm on my heart as sun-washed sand at
noon.
Poignant as wind songs, through a mesquite
lane.
Memories of cactus, silvered in the moon,
Drift from a desert night, when it is on the
wane.
• • • -

HAUNTED LAND
By JACK SPEIRS

Camarillo, California
The miles of sand, the haunted land
Is silvered by the moon.
Apache ghosts in endless hosts
Are riding through the dunes.
It almost seems I hear their screams
And warwhoops ring once more.
From shimmering waves of phantom braves,
Across the desert floor.
Ghosts from out of yesterday
Appear and fade away.
For when at night the sands are white
The tribes of ghosts arise
To haunt the land, a homeless band,
Beneath the desert skies.

Hedgehog in blossom. Photo by Josef Muench.
DESERT IDYL
By WANDA GUERRERO

WISE DESERT RAT
By AMY VIAU

The far-flung hills that bind my lonely days
Within an everlasting solitude,
In recompense for loneliness, bestowed
Unto my hand a tithe of gifts. With these
I wrought fulfillment of a dreamer's mood—
A desert idyl off the beaten road.

Santa Ana, California
He was called by some a desert rat,
And he wore stout clothes and a wide
brimmed hat
That shadowed his face, dry as parchment
old;
And he spoke of the different kinds of gold.

A wide oak's verdure canopies the sun
Where cobbled path and rock-laid portal
meet;
Wild four o'clocks, their purple petals blown.
Flaunt brilliant banners at the open gate.

One kind, he said, was the gold from ore
Which a man might have and still be poor,
Unless it were mixed with a gold within
Which he'd gleaned from—maybe somewhere he'd been.

Should I desert this rustic heritage
For worldly pelf, for fancied joys that lie
Somewhere beyond the bounds of rim-rock's
edge,
My heart, in sorrow sealed, would bleed and
die.

Now he had been in the desert with its
golden moods
While wearing its sunrise and sunset hoods.
And the wealth was as great upon its sand
To be gleaned, when the moon was a full
gold band.

THE ROCK COLLECTOR
By WILD A BESSIE TOTTEN

Yucca Valley, California
I've a hobby that suits my habitat here—
Out in the cactus and sage;
It's collecting rocks, exciting and rare,
Be-lichened, and hoary with age.
Each new one intrigues me, invites me to
learn
The story that's held in the stone—
Pressed in by the ages, since aeons ago,
For me to decipher alone.
My rockery grows, and my knowledge keeps
pace,
The stories have waited so long;
I must read each with haste, arrange them
with care.
And sing of them all in my song!

But the desert's silence, he explained, then
Was the gold that made the richest men.

HUT IN THE PALMS
By PAUL WILHELM

Thousand Palms, California
Our palm log hut in this desert grove
From the noon sun hid by sheltering leaves,
Where the children's eyes are glad with love
As they watch wild birds beneath its eaves.
Long lived in now, these rooms and hall
And fearless here, our lowly sleep,
Secure each hallowed palm log wall,
We pray the homeless rest as deep.
We know by the willow smoke gracefully
curled
At night above palm trees growing near,
That if peace exists in this wide, wide world
A heart that was humble might find it here.

Through sand and sage the riders rage.
They never turn aside.
Their eyes agleam, the warlocks stream
Behind them as they ride.
Ghosts from out of yesterday
At dawn must fade away.
•
• •

AN ADOBE HOUSE
By LUCILLE SANDBERG

Willows, California
Born of the earth, was this house.
It stands now, seasoned well
With all the things most precious known:
Love and devotion and a family grown.
Through the window picture frames,
The gold of morning sun steals in
To greet the one who rests within;
Or just at dusk, against yon hill,
A tiny moon and evening star will
Make but yet another scene.
The muted sounds which cross the court,
The chattering birds at grey of dawn,
Or padded step upon the stone outside—
All these are soothing as the music
Of a symphony. I tell you . . .
From these solid, adobe walls it seems
A quiet strength flows forth to bring
Peace to those who dwell within.

By TANYA SOUTH

There still are all the hills, the vales,
The boundless sky and sea,
And Truth untempered still prevails.
And all eternity
Is still about on every hand.
Oh, had we eyes and ears,
And hearts and minds to understand
All that appears!
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Goblins in Flame-Colored Stone
By CHARLES KELLY
Photographs by P. W. Tompkins
Map by Norton Allen
F Dante had visited Goblin Valley,
Utah's latest scenic discovery, he
would have found in stone all the
grotesque forms needed to illustrate
his Inferno. There, within the space
of a few hundred acres he would have
been face to face with a fantastic array
of goblins, monsters and demons—surrounded by the faces of tortured souls
—all petrified in flame-colored rock.
All sense of reality is lost as one
wanders among the thousands of
strangely eroded formations where no
imagination is required to see shapes
resembling mythical beasts, dragons,
prehistoric monsters, giants, dwarfs,

Mother Nature must have been
in an impish mood when, with
the tools of erosion, she carved
the thousands of fantastic forms
discovered in recent years in a
remote sector of southern Utah.
Here is a fantastic land awaiting
further exploration—a veritable
dreamland for photographers.

cartoon characters, well known animals
and historic faces. Those who have
photographed these strange results of
erosion come away with the impression of having spent a day in some
mythical underworld inhabited by all
the strange beasts and goblins of ancient legend. While Goblin Valley does

not contain the color and artistic
beauty of Grand Canyon or Bryce
Canyon, it does have a unique fascination of its own.
It seems odd that such an interesting
area has remained so long unknown;
but Utah is still full of scenic surprises.
An old road from Hanksville to Greenriver, Utah, passed within a mile of the
place, and of course cowboys have
been visiting it occasionally for many
years; yet its value as a scenic area was
not discovered until 1949, when Arthur Chaffin, Worthen Jackson and
Perry Jackson guided P. W. Tompkins
to the valley to make the first photographs. Their unanimous choice of a
name was Goblin Valley. Tompkins,
a well known photographer of Utah
scenery, returned again in 1950 for
more pictures. Few photographers
have visited the place and much of it is
still unexplored.
With a penciled map furnished by
Perry Jackson I visited Goblin Valley
in the spring of 1950, starting from
Capitol Reef National Monument and
driving 45 miles east to Hanksville.
From the Fremont river bridge I then
drove north 24 miles on the HanksvilleGreenriver road to the Temple Mountain turnoff, marked by a rusty mailbox and weathered wooden sign. Two
miles west on this road is Garvin's
ranch.
Continuing west toward Temple
Mountain, a prominent peak in the
San Rafael Swell, and taking every
lefthand turn at road junctions, I found
a dim road at 5Vz miles from the mailbox and turned south toward Wild
Horse Butte, a prominent landmark.
At 12 miles there was another dim
trail turning left, which is the Goblin
Valley turnoff and passes just east of
Wild Horse Butte. Half a mile north
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